Solving optimization problems in multi-agent networks where each agent only has partial knowledge of the problem has become an increasingly important problem. In this paper, we consider the problem of minimizing the sum of n convex functions. We assume that each function is only known by one agent. We show that generalized distributed alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) converges Q-linearly to the solution of the mentioned optimization problem if the overall objective function is strongly convex but the functions known by each agent are allowed to be only convex. Establishing Q-linear convergence allows for tracking statements that cannot be made if only R-linear convergence is guaranteed. In other words, in scenarios in which the objective functions are time-varying at the same scale as the algorithm is updated R-linear convergence is typically insufficient. Further, we establish the equivalence between generalized distributed ADMM and proximal exact first-order algorithm (P-EXTRA) for a sub-set of mixing matrices. This equivalence yields insights in the convergence of P-EXTRA when overshooting to accelerate convergence.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER a network of n agents in which the agents have to cooperatively solve the optimization problem
The variablex is common to all agents and each function component f i : R p → R is a convex function that is known only to agent i. Decentralized or distributed methods provide procedures according to which the agents cooperatively solve (1) without explicitly exchanging their individual function components. Distributed methods typically rely on a reformulation of (1) via the introduction of a local copy x i ofx for each agent i. The agents iteratively update their own copies using both local information and information from their immediate neighbors. The optimization problem in (1) arises in many applications such as decentralized machine learning, state estimation in smart grids and wireless communications, see [4] , [5] and references therein.
The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) has attracted a lot of attention in signal processing thanks to its ability to deal with large scale optimization problems [5] , [18] , non-smooth decentralized problems [19] , and decentralized problems [20] in the form of (1) . In the context of (1) ADMM yields a distributed algorithm that converges at a O( 1 k ) [10] rate under very mild assumptions on f i [4] . Moreover, it is known to converge regardless of step-size [4] . Under the stronger assumptions that the function components f i i = 1, . . . , n are strongly convex and have Lipschitz continuous gradients, distributed-ADMM (D-ADMM) is known to converge Q-linearly, also regardless of step-size [2] . Q-linear convergence allows for tracking statements such as those given in [1] . Stronger assumptions on the problem's variation in time are required if only R-linear, local linear convergence or weaker convergence statements are provided [9] . A proof of Q-linear convergence when only the sum in (1),f, is strongly convex does not exist in the literature. Examples in whichf is strongly convex but the function components f i are not can be found in [6] . A simple example in which this is the case is the distributed least squares problem min x∈R p
where each node i knows its measurement vector h i ∈ R p and has independently obtained the measurement y i ∈ R 1 . If the problem (2) were to be solved in a centralized manner we would equivalently rewrite the problem as min x∈R n
where H [h T 1 ; . . . h T n ] and y [y 1 , . . . , y n ]. Note that if H is full ranked the optimization problem (3) is strongly convex. However, for p > 1 each of the functions 1 2 h T ix − y i 2 is not strongly convex.
Optimal algorithms to solve (1) in a distributed manner have been recently proposed in [15] . Their optimal convergence rates for the case in whichf is non-strongly convex are further analyzed in [21] . The obtained convergence rates correspond to those of the centralized methods with a penalty that depends on the network structure. However, neither optimal algorithms nor the optimal convergence rate in the case wheref is strongly convex but where the function components f i are not strongly convex are yet known [15] .
Algorithms for which the linear convergence of the iterates is established given that onlyf is strongly convex do exist [6] , [7] , [14] . These include the exact first-order algorithm (EXTRA) [6] and the distributed inexact gradient tracking method (DIGing) [7] and proximal EXTRA (P-EXTRA) [14] . EXTRA and DIGing require step-size selection in order to converge. This is due to the fact that they do not perform proximal update steps as opposed P-EXTRA and ADMM. Further, DIGing has been shown to be a particular case of both In-network non convex optimization (NEXT) [26] a method proposed for non-convex optimization on time-varying networks, and the method proposed in [25] which proposes a gradient tracking scheme to provide its convergence results. P-EXTRA does not require a specific step-size to converge, but has been empirically observed to converge slower than ADMM [14] .
In this paper we establish the global Q-linear convergence of generalized D-ADMM under the assumption thatf is strongly convex and the functions f i are convex and L i −smooth. By generalized distributed ADMM we refer to the decentralized algorithm obtained by applying generalized ADMM to an equivalent formulation of (1), where generalized ADMM [17] adds a quadratic regularization in both primal iterates and an overrelaxation parameter in the dual iterate. As pointed out in [15] Q-linear convergence rates can be achieved in this case by regularizing the objective function. This said, what we show here is that when using generalized distributed ADMM no additional regularizations are necessary to guarantee Q-linear convergence. In order to establish this result, we equivalently re-formulate the problem in (1) in a form that is suitable for the use of the method of multipliers. We then replace the primal iterate of the method of multipliers by an inexact iterate. We do this by upper bounding a term that does not directly allow for a distributable implementation. We then show that the obtained method is equivalent to generalized D-ADMM and use this interpretation to establish the Q-linear convergence of generalized distributed ADMM. A general discussion on Augmented Lagrangian methods which includes ADMM, the proximal method of multipliers (PMM) and different variants such as linearized PMM can be found in [24] . In particular, it is established in [24] that ADMM can be seen as a Gauss-Seidel version of the linearized PMM. The particularity of linearized PMM when compared to PMM is that the quadratic regularizer is replaced by a linear approximation. The analysis provided in this paper differs from that in [24] in the sense that as we are dealing with a consensus problem, the secondary set of variables typically appearing in ADMM vanishes as the method is altered to yield distributed iterates. Further, we include a weight in the dual update that allows for extended convergence properties.
Interpreting the generalized D-ADMM as an inexact version of the method of multipliers also allows us to relate the generalized D-ADMM to other saddle point methods. In particular, we establish that under an appropriate choice of parameters generalized D-ADMM and P-EXTRA yield the same iterates. Hence, we establish that generalized ADMM and P-EXTRA correspond to inexact versions of the method of multipliers that use different upper bounds on a non-distributable term to make the algorithm distributed. This particular analysis allows us to relate overshooting in P-EXTRA to over-relaxation in ADMM and hence provides extended convergence guarantees for P-EXTRA even when overshooting is present. Note that a relationship between ADMM and some its variants and PG-EXTRA has already been pointed out before [23] . However to our knowledge, this has never been done with generalized ADMM and therefore has not allowed extending the convergence properties of P-EXTRA.
In order to simplify the computation of each of the iterates performed by the nodes several decentralized variants of ADMM have been recently proposed [12] , [22] . We believe the equivalence results between generalized distributed ADMM and P-EXTRA extend to PG-ADMM (Proximal Gradient ADMM) [22] and linearized ADMM, [12] and proximal gradient exact first-order algorithm (PG-EXTRA) [14] and EXTRA [6] respectively. If this assertion is true our work establishes a framework to analyze the convergence of these algorithms.
This paper is structured as follows. First, we formulate the constrained problem required for the application of ADMM [2] in Section II. We introduce the required notation and conditions to clearly express ADMM as a decentralized method. In Section III we formulate another problem equivalent to (1) and apply the Method of Multipliers to solve it. We then show that by generating the appropriate inexact iterates we obtain the generalized distributed ADMM. Section IV is devoted to formally proving the convergence properties of generalized distributed ADMM under the strong convexity off and smoothness of the component functions f i . We discuss the connections between P-EXTRA and the generalized distributed ADMM in Section V. Section VI provides conditions under which the results from the previous sections can be extended.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ADMM
Consider a connected network G {V, A} with vertices V and arcs A, where each agent corresponds to a vertex. The network consists of n = |V| vertices and m = |A| arcs. Each agent i is capable of directly communicating with agent j if they are connected via an arc a(i, j), where a(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , m} assigns an arc number or label to the arc originating in i and terminating in j. The communication is assumed bidirectional and therefore (i, j) ∈ A if (j, i) ∈ A. Two adjacent nodes capable of directly communicating will be referred to as neighbors. Consequently, the neighborhood of node i is defined as N i {j : (i, j) ∈ A}.
Let A s ∈ R m p×np be the block arc source matrix containing mn square blocks (A s ) a,i ∈ R p×p . The block (A s ) a,i is set to 0 p if arc a does not originate from node i while it is set to I p (the p × p identity matrix) otherwise. Analogously, let A d denote the block arc destination matrix. The extended oriented incidence matrix is defined as E o = A s − A d and the extended unoriented incidence matrix as diagonal matrix that can be expressed as D = D G ⊗ I p , where D G ∈ R n ×n is the degree matrix of G. In other words, D G is a diagonal matrix in which each diagonal element d i corresponds to the number of edges connected to agent i. Problem (1) will be reformulated in order to be able to apply ADMM following the steps in [2] . First of all, introduce, for each agent, a local copy x i ofx. Then, create the auxiliary variables z a(i,j ) ∈ R p associated with each arc (i, j) ∈ A. Finally the reformulation of (1) can be written as as
where the constraints x i = z a(i,j ) and x j = z a(i,j ) enforce consensus among neighboring agents i and j. A small yet illustrative example is provided in Fig. 1 , together with the corresponding block source and destination matrices. As long as the network is connected, the constraints in (4b) are sufficient to guarantee that (1) will have the same optimal solution(s) as (4) and hence if x is an optimal solution to (1), x i =x , ∀i ∈ V is an optimal solution to (4) .
Then the optimization problem in (4) can then equivalently be written as
for which x = [x 1 ; . . . ; x n ] is optimal. Note that alternative ways of formulating a distributed version of (1) that lead to the same form as (5) are possible. These are discussed in detail in [13] . The results found in this paper can be extended to other formulations of (5). This is discussed in Section VI. Vectors with the same structure as x will be referred to as consensual.
For clarity we formalize the definition.
Let α a(i,j ) denote the dual multipliers associated to the constraint x i = z a(i,j ) in (4b) and similarly let β a(i,j ) denote the dual multipliers associated to the constraint x j = z a(i,j ) . Group the multipliers α a(i,j ) in a vector α and analogously group β a(i,j ) into β. Then, the multiplier λ associated to the equality constraint in (5) can be written as λ = [α; β]. Consequently, let λ = [α , β ] denote a dual optimal point. Let the augmented Lagrangian be defined as
where ρ > 0. Generalized ADMM proceeds by iteratively solving
where P 0, Q 0 and η ∈ 0, 1+
. Note that (7) becomes the classic ADMM when η = 1, P = 0 and Q = 0. The iterates in (7) for Q = 0 can be manipulated so that their distributed nature is more obvious. In the process of doing so, the effect of the iterate in z (7b) can be incorporated in the iterates in x (7a) and λ (7c) due to (7b) having a closed form solution. Further, under suitable initialization conditions (cf. Assumption 1 in Section III), instead of updating the multipliers λ k a related variable of smaller dimension, φ k is updated. Finally, for the iterate (7a) to be distributable across nodes we require that P = Π ⊗ I p , where Π ∈ S n + is a positive semi-definite diagonal matrix with diagonal elements π i . Given the appropriate assumptions on the objective function f Generalized ADMM converges even if P is indefinite [16] . Then, as showed in [2] , by computing
for k ≥ 0 one obtains the same sequence of x k iterates as for (7) .
, the iterates are shown to decouple and can therefore be expressed as
Note that for agent i to be able to update φ k +1 i , it needs the updates {x k +1 j } j ∈N i from its neighbors. Hence, after each agent i has updated its own variable x k +1 i it will broadcast its value within its immediate neighborhood.
We now proceed to introduce the notions we require to establish linear convergence of generalized distributed ADMM (for Q = 0) under the strong convexity off without requiring strong convexity of any of the function components f i . For simplicity, we will from now on refer to the algorithm in (9) as generalized D-ADMM.
III. APPROXIMATE METHOD OF MULTIPLIERS
In this section we establish that generalized D-ADMM [2] is equivalent to a partially approximated version of the method of multipliers when applied to a suitable equivalent problem (cf. (10) ). We establish the equivalence of (10) and (5) in Lemma 1. We then show that by applying the method of multipliers to (10) and by applying a suitable approximation we recover generalized D-ADMM. Finally, in order to establish the desired convergence result we require that the objective function in problem (10) is restricted strongly convex (cf. Definition 2). We establish that this is the case in Lemma 2.
The optimization problem in (1) can be equivalently formulated as
where ρ > 0 and η ∈ (0, 1). The problem (10) has optimality conditions
Lemma 1 (Equivalence of (5) and (10)): Problems (5) and (10) are equivalent in the sense that there exists a one to one known mapping between their primal-dual optimal points.
Proof: Before comparing the optimality conditions of the two problems we need to take a closer look at the structure of
where L G denotes the oriented graph Laplacian matrix. If G is connected L G has rank n − 1 and null{L G } = span{1 n } [3] , where 1 n denotes the all ones vector of length n. Based on this, we want to find the set of vectors that span the null space of E o . The null space will be spanned by the vectors x ∈ R np such that E o x = 0, which is equivalently written as
where 12) will hold true if and only if x is consensual. Hence, the null space of E o is the space of consensual vectors.
We are now ready to compare optimality conditions. A primal-dual point (x , z , λ ) is a solution to (5) if it fulfills
On the other hand, a primal-dual optimal point (x , ν ) is a solution to (10) if it fulfills
Following the notation of Section II equation (13b) can be expressed as α = −β , where λ = [α ; β ], implying that the optimality conditions (13) can be equivalently written as
where we have used that (13c) can be equivalently expressed by the pair A s x = z and A d x = z which can be used to eliminate z yielding E o x = 0. We now focus our attention on the optimality conditions in (14) . (14b) allows us to claim that (14a) can be equivalently written as
which is identical to the optimality conditions in (15) except for a scaling factor
We next establish that the iterates (9) can be obtained by applying the method of multipliers to (14) and then suitably approximating E o x 2 . Applying the method of multipliers to (10) with step size ρ 2 yields the iterates
Note that (18a) can not be solved in a distributed manner due to the term E o x 2 which can be alternatively written as
In order to be able to carry an iterate in x k +1 in a distributed manner we upper bound E o x 2 for all x as
Note that the upper bound on the quadratic term holds tightly at the optimal point. Successive approximation of the objective function via an upper bound is extremely common in convex optimization and many methods, such as gradient descent, can be interpreted from this point of view [11] . In this particular case, upper bounding the quadratic term provides a simple way of making the method distributable.
In order to obtain this upper bound, we have used the fact that the convex function r(x) = E o x 2 has Lipschitz continuous gradients with Lipschitz modulus
, where λ max () denotes the matrix's largest eigenvalue, it holds true that
Since
Choosing Γ as a diagonal matrix allows for the iterates in x k +1 to be distributed. Hence, we finally have the following algorithm
We will now manipulate the iterate in (21a) to make it comparable to (8a). In particular the part of ρ
can be equivalently written as
If √ ηE T o ν 0 = E T o α 0 , and setting = 1 ρ we can re-write the equations above as
which is equivalent to the iterates in (8) for η ∈ (0, 1). So far we established that applying generalized D-ADMM to (5) is equivalent to applying the method of multipliers to (10) and then linearizing the quadratic penalty so that the method remains distributed. This differs from establishing the relation between PMM and linearized AD-PMM from the fact that we are establishing that performing the alternating direction step is equivalent to linearizing the quadratic regularizer if one starts from problems (5) and (10) for generalized D-ADMM and the method of multipliers respectively.
We will now show that g (cf. (10)) is restricted strongly convex with respect to x . However, for the sake of clarity we first define restricted strong convexity.
Definition 2 (Restricted Strong Convexity): A differentiable and convex function h(x) is restricted strongly convex with respect to a pointx if for all x it holds that
for some restricted strong convexity constant μ h > 0. Lemma 2 (Restricted strong convexity, cf. [6] ): Iff (cf. (1)) is strongly convex then g (cf. (10)) is restricted strongly convex with respect to x with restricted strong convexity constant
for any γ ∈ (0, (μf /n) 2L ), where μf denotes the strong convexity constant off, L denotes a Lipschitz modulus of the gradient of f andλ min (·) denotes the matrix's smaller non-zero eigenvalue.
Proof: This proof is nearly identical to that in Appendix 1 in [6] , with the difference being that the quantities here are defined as vectors instead of matrices. It is sufficient to notice that one can easily go from one formulation to the other realizing
However, the proof is included here for completeness. Let S [I p , . . . , I p ] T ∈ R np×p . Any x ∈ R np can be decomposed as
so that u is consensual (c.f. Definition 1), i.e. u ∈ span{S}, and v ∈ (span{s 1 , . . . , s p }) ⊥ . Since the decomposition is orthogonal, we will have that v 2 
Since both x and u are consensual, they can be expressed as
where we have used the fact thatf is μf −strongly convex and f has L-Lipschitz continuous gradients. By adding up all inequalities we obtain
Now pick any γ > 0.
Hence, we have that
By
, in (25) μ g can be arbitrarily close to μf if γ is made sufficiently small and consequently (1 − η)ρ sufficiently large.
We now introduce some results regarding (9) needed to establish the desired linear convergence result. These results are introduced in the form of Lemmas without proof since they are largely identical to the proofs in [2] and [1] .
Lemma 3 (cf. [1] , [2] ): Given an optimal primal solution x of (5) there exist multiple optimal multipliers λ = [α ; β ] where α = −β such that every (x , λ ) is a primal-dual optimal pair. Among all these optimal multipliers, there exists a unique λ = [α ; β ] such that α = −β lies in the column space of E o .
Lemma 3 provides uniqueness of the dual multiplier that lies on the column space of E o . This is relevant because if we are capable of confining λ k to be equal to [α k ; −α k ] and α k to lie in the column space of E o we will be converging to the unique multiplier discussed in Lemma 3. Assumption 1 and Lemma 4 take care precisely of this.
Assumption 1 (Initialization, cf. [1] , [2] ): The multiplier λ is initialized as λ 0 = [α 0 ; −α 0 ], with α 0 ∈ R m p and x 0 be initialized such that E o x 0 = 2z 0 . Further α 0 lies in the column space of E o .
Lemma 4 (cf. [1] , [2] ): Under Assumption 1 the iterates in (7c) can be replaced by the iterates α k +1 := α k + ρ 2 E o x k +1 , where α k converges to α as defined in Lemma 3. Further, the iterates α k lie in the column space of E o .
Assumption 1 confines λ k = [α k ; −α k ]. Hence, we only need to update the vector α with lower dimensionality than λ. Note that the update α k +1 = α k + ρ 2 E o x k +1 updates α with terms that always lie in the column space of E o . This implies, that if the sequence {α k } converges it will do so to the multiplier α lying in the column space of E o . In (9) the iterate is in φ = E T o α. This is because the optimality conditions of the iterate in x end up depending exclusively on E T o α. The next Lemma allows us to directly relate z k to x k allowing us to skip updating the variable z entirely.
Lemma 5 (cf. [1] , [2] ): Under Assumption 1 the iterates {x k , z k } in (7) satisfy z k = E u 2 x k . In this section we have established that the iterates of generalized distributed ADMM can be interpreted as an upper bound of the iterates of the method of multipliers. We have also introduced the required notions in order to establish its Q-linear convergence. In the following section we establish the Q-linear convergence of generalized distributed ADMM.
IV. Q-LINEAR CONVERGENCE
This section is devoted to establishing linear convergence rate under the strong convexity off. The section's main statement is provided in Theorem 1. Before introducing the formal statement, we will formalize the conditions under which it holds and define some additional notation. x ] denote the primal-dual iterate at time k generated by the iterates (9) and the primal-dual optimal point of (4) specified in Lemma 3. Further, let
and
. We are now ready to introduce Theorem 1, which constitutes the main contribution of this work. Theorem 1 formally states the Q-linear convergence of the primal-dual iterates generated in (9) . It is worth noting that the statement is made in a seminorm for any positive semi-definite P 0. Note that this is the case as well for P = 0 corresponding to the standard ADMM. However, a stronger statement can be made for the z-iterates in (7) . Such statement is provided in Corollary 1.
The proof leverages the equivalence between the approximated method of multipliers and ADMM. The problem in (10) is constructed such that when the method of multipliers is applied, the iterates are equivalent to the using generalized D-ADMM on the problem (5) if we select the step size to be ρ 2 and have a over-relaxation parameter η in the dual update. This implies, that by analyzing the convergence of (21) with respect to the optimality conditions of (10) instead of those of (5), we are using part of the penalty we would add to the Lagrangian when using the method of multipliers to start from a problem that is better conditioned.
Theorem 1 (Global Q-linear convergence):
Under Assumptions 1-4, given that P 0, ρ > 0, and η ∈ (0, 1), the sequence of iterates {u k } k ≥0 generated by generalized D-ADMM (9) fulfill
where δ is any strictly positive contraction parameter fulfilling
denotes a Lipschitz modulus of the function g.
Proof: This proof has many similarities with proofs found in [2] , [1] and [6] . Further, since the upper bound of E o x 2 can be interpreted as a quadratic approximation it is then also intuitively sound that the proof of convergence is similar to that of [12] , where the entire objective function is approximated by a quadratic function at each iterate. We start the proof by leveraging the equivalence between the approximated method of multipliers and generalized D-ADMM. The optimality condition for (21a) can be expressed as
which can be equivalently written as
where we have used that
Recall that one of the optimality conditions of (10) is ∇f (x )
where we have also used that √ ην k = α k and √ ην = α .
By taking the inner product with (x k +1 − x ), and using the restricted strong convexity of g (cf. (10) and Lemma 2) we have
Hence, (48b) can be equivalently written as
In order to establish Theorem 1 we need to show that
where we have used the definition of u k and used that
We will now find an upper bound to the RHS of (52) and find the conditions under which this upper bound is bounded above by the LHS of (52). For this we rewrite equation (47) and take the norm squared on both sides as
which can be bounded using the Peter-Paul inequality (Young's inequality with exponent 2) and the fact that g has a L g − Lipschitz continuous gradient with
Hence, for any τ > 0 it holds that
Further since α k +1 and α lie in the column space of E o (cf. Lemmas 3 and 4) we have that 2 can be upper bounded as
For the RHS of (57) to be a lower bound of the LHS of (52) we require that
Conditions (59) and (60) will hold true if
which are always fulfilled given that δ > 0 is chosen sufficiently small. One can further upper-bound δ as
,
Note that when P = 0 (47) can be instead written as
where we have used Lemma 5. Then following the same procedure as in [1] but using the optimality conditions of (10) instead of (4) we obtain the following Corollary.
where
and δ ADMM is a strictly positive contraction parameter fulfilling
V. RELATION TO P-EXTRA
In both [7] and [8] it is established that EXTRA is a saddle point method. More specifically, EXTRA can be shown to perform a gradient descent step in the primal variables and a gradient ascent step in the dual variables of an augmented Lagrangian function. Further, since P-EXTRA is a proximal version of EXTRA it can be analogously interpreted as a saddle point method. It is then unsurprising that, if we interpret generalized D-ADMM as an approximation of the method of multipliers, generalized D-ADMM can be proven to be equivalent to P-EXTRA. This section is hence devoted to establishing the equivalence between generalized D-ADMM and P-EXTRA. For this we will introduce P-EXTRA and its requirements for convergence. P-EXTRA's iterates can be written as
where ξ > 0 denotes the step-size and W andW are mixing matrices. The requirements on the matrices are included in the following Assumption.
Assumption 5 (Requirements on W andW, [6] ): Consider a connected graph G. The mixing matrices W ∈ R n ×n and W ∈ R n ×n satisfy:
Now that we have introduced the notation for P-EXTRA we formalize this section's claim in Theorem 2. The proof of the theorem relies on rewriting the optimality condition of the iterate in x in (23), (46), and using the fact that α k = ρη 2 k t=0 E o x t . Theorem 2 (Generalized D-ADMM and P-EXTRA): Given that P = Π ⊗ I p , is selected such that
which can always be done, the iterates in (8) can be expressed as
(71) with mixing matrices
implying that Generalized ADMM and P-EXTRA are equivalent for the given choice of matrices W,W and P.
Proof: Let us start by re-formulating (46) by using that √ ην k = α k as
where has been chosen to be 1 ρ . The expression above can be equivalently written as
By recalling that E T o E o = L G ⊗ I p , we can re-write the iterate as in (71).
Theorem 2 allows to establish the convergence of P-EXTRA for cases in which convergence is not guaranteed by the analysis in [14] . This is done by applying Theorem 2 and using the results in [16] . We state the result here for completeness. 
where ∂f (·) denotes the sub-gradient of f. Theorem 3 (Convergence of Generalized ADMM, Theorem 2.1 and 2.2. in [16] ): Given that Assumptions 6 and 7 hold, for any η ∈ (0, 1+ √ 5
2 ) and regardless of the choice of P, the generalized ADMM iterates {x k , α k } fulfil
Theorem 3 establishes convergence of Generalized ADMM for the case in which the objective functions are convex (note that no assumptions on strong convexity nor differentiability are made). We now introduce a more general convergence statement for P-EXTRA that the one provided in [14] . We then proof the theorem and establish that it is more general than the result provided in [14] .
Theorem 4 (Extended convergence P-EXTRA): Given that Assumptions 6 and 7 hold, and given the iterates of P-EXTRA (69) with mixing matrices (72), for any positive choice of ξ ρ such that ξρ ≥ 1 λ max (D ) and for any η ∈ 0, 1+ √ 5 2 the P-EXTRA iterates satisfy
where P is given in Theorem 2.
Proof: The proof follows from noting that by enforcing (72) for P-EXTRA enforcing (70) in Generalized ADMM makes both algorithms yield identical iterates. Then, by using Theorem 3 we obtain the desired result.
To see that the choice of parameters ξ, ρ, and η allowed by Theorem 4 extend those of [14] we will find requirements on ξ, ρ, and η that imply the fulfillment of the assumptions in Assumption 5. We will then see that these are a subset of those in Theorem 4.
Conditions (A 1 )-(A 3 ) hold by simple inspection of the mixing matrices (72). ForW 0 to hold it is required that
Further, for I n +W 2 W we require that
which can be guaranteed as long as
Finally, note that as long as η > 0W W always holds. Note that in a distributed set-up the eigenvalues of L G can not be easily calculated without additional communication overhead. However L G 2D G . Therefore, we conservatively request
to guarantee that the mixing matrices (72) fulfill Assumption 5.
Note that the convergence result in Theorem 4 allows for a larger range of parameters η. Note that while the results in [14] allow for two different mixing matrices with no structure besides the one enforced by Assumption 5 establishing two unrelated mixing matrices requires a larger degree of coordination than using the matrices in (72). However, we do extend the equivalence result, and consequently the convergence result, to a wider variety of mixing matrices in Section VI. Further, the violation of the requirement 5 is referred to in [6] as overshooting and shown to empirically yield faster convergence. A similar observation was done for generalized ADMM with η > 1 in [16] . By using the relationship between Generalized ADMM and the method of multipliers we can relate P-EXTRA to the approximated method of multipliers discussed in Section III by setting Γ = 2 ξρ I np . Hence, it holds that Γ E T o E o . This implies that by using the iterates (69) we are solving (10) using an approximated version of the method of multipliers. In particular, we are upper bounding the non-distributable
On the other hand, while using generalized ADMM we are upper bounding the non-
Note that in terms of upper bounding E o (x − x k ) 2 in P-EXTRA all nodes are treated equal, while in the case of ADMM with P = 0 the difference of degree of each of the nodes is taken into account. This can already be seen in (69) and (73) in the scaling of the gradient. In particular, in the case of ADMM, nodes that have more neighbors will take smaller steps towards their optimizer than nodes with fewer neighbors. On the other hand, P-EXTRA takes the conservative stance of scaling the iterates according to the degree of the node with most neighbors.
We believe that analogous results can be obtained between the generalized versions of linearized ADMM [12] and PG-ADMM [22] and EXTRA [6] and PG-EXTRA [14] respectively providing a unifying framework under which to analyze the convergence of these algorithms. However, this is out of the scope of this paper. In retrospect, the convergence results established in Section IV can be established by using the convergence analysis of ADMM with step-size ρ on the problem
However, the equivalence we established in Section III allowed us to relate both ADMM and P-EXTRA to an approximated version of the method of multiplier which allowed us to interpret generalized ADMM and P-EXTRA under a different optic. Further, Theorem 2 assumes that the problem (1) is reformulated as (5) following the methodology of [2] . However, as studied in [13] other reformulations are possible. Hence, in order to make the presented results more general we introduce, in the final technical section, more general conditions under which all the analysis done until now holds.
VI. GENERAL FORMULATION
In this section we introduce different reformulations to (4) that allow us to generalize all the results established until now. This extends the Q-linear convergence of generalized D-ADMM to more constraint matrices (5) and generalizes the convergence under overshooting of P-EXTRA to a larger variety of mixing matrices.
As an alternative to the formulation in (4) one can formulate the following equivalent optimization problem min x∈R n p ,z∈R m p
Further the matrices V and U must fulfill the following conditions:
Assumption 8 (Mixing matrices):
(C 1 ) (Nullspace property): nullspace{V} = span{1 n }, where 1 n denotes the vector of all ones of length n, (C 2 ) (Complementarity): V + U = 2D, whereD is any positive definite diagonal matrix, (C 3 ) (Distributable): U and V fulfill that U a,i = V a,i = 0 if a is not an edge that connects to i. It is easy to verify that (87) is equivalent to (4) by verifying that the constraint in (87) enforces that the solution x to (87) is consensual. Let x and z denote a primal optimal solution of (87). Then, the equality constraint in (87) can be written as
implying that the equality constraint in (87) is fulfilled if and only if
As was shown in Lemma 1 (89) holds true if and only if x is consensual. Further, if we use generalized D-ADMM to solve the problem in (87) following the same procedure as in [2] and [1] we obtain the iterates
which depend exclusively on the matrices U and V and not their square roots. In particular, for the formulation in (4) In order to establish the same results that were established in Section IV one has to define a problem equivalent to (87) and then apply the method of multipliers and approximate the iterates by an upper bound. The equivalent problem to use in this case is
Finally, under this new formulation, generalized D-ADMM yields iterates equivalent to those of P-EXTRA by selecting the mixing matricesW
VII. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section we empirically illustrate the advantages of selecting η > 1, or overshooting. In particular, we illustrate that this is the case for both ADMM and P-EXTRA. In order to illustrate this we consider the optimization problem
where each element in h i ∈ R n and each y i ∈ R follows N (0, 1). Note that the problem (93) is strongly convex as long as the matrix n i=1 h i h T i is full ranked. However the optimization the new objective function is not strongly convex with respect to x. However, to guarantee that (93) is strongly convex, we generate problem instances until we find one in which the condition number of the matrix n i=1 h i h T i is no larger than 50. Both the number of nodes and the dimension of x i are set to 15. Further, the graph of the network, with arcs A, is also randomly generated. In particular, each arc is set to appear with probability 0.5. This procedure is done iteratively until the obtained network is connected. The chosen step-sizes and over-shooting parameters are set as indicated in Fig. 3 .
Once the problem and network instances have been generated we obtained the problem's optimal solution by applying ADMM with P = 0 and η = 1, Generalized ADMM with Π = ρ(1 + λ max (D G ))I n which is equivalent to using P-EXTRA with the mixing matrices (72) with η = 1 and ξ = 1 ρ(1+λ max (D G )) . To illustrate the gain of overshooting we compare their performance to their analogous with η > 1. The selection of both step-sizes, ρ, and overshooting parameters η have been optimized for each algorithm specifically to yield the fastest convergence rate.
As can be seen from the results in Figure 2 increasing η slightly accelerated convergence rates for both P-EXTRA and ADMM. Recall that for the specific set of matrices analyzed in the previous section P-EXTRA and Generalized ADMM are equivalent. This provides additional evidence that overshoot-ing may increase convergence speed as pointed out in both [6] and [16] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have shown that generalized distributed ADMM converges Q-linearly to the optimal solution even if only the objective functionf (c.f. (1)) is strongly convex, i.e. the function components f i may not be strongly convex. Further, we have established that under appropriate choice of parameters generalized distributed ADMM and P-EXTRA are equivalent. Consequently we related overshooting with P-EXTRA to over-relaxation with generalized ADMM. While an increase in performance for EXTRA was previously observed in experiments by overshooting, the convergence of neither P-EXTRA nor EXTRA were established if overshooting was performed. We provide convergence guarantees for overshooting with P-EXTRA and conjecture that a similar result can be derived for EXTRA through the study of linearized generalized ADMM.
